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Abstract

Optical properties of hybrid perovskite thin films and quantum dots for solar
device applications

by

Benaz Colabewala
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Merced

Professor Jay E. Sharping, Chair

Hybrid perovskite materials are an emergent class of materials that display
optical and electronic qualities highly favorable to solar device applications. Their
affordability combined with high efficiencies have propelled them to the forefront
of modern solar energy research. This dissertation investigates the unique optical
properties of perovskite thin films and perovskite-based quantum dots using a
variety of spectroscopy methods to demonstrate their potential for a variety of solar
device applications, particularly luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs).

LSCs are a low-cost, design-friendly alternative to traditional solar cells that
typically consist of a fluorescent material atop a high refractive index that absorbs
incident light and re-emits it at a lower energy, acting as a waveguide for the
down-shifted sunlight to its edges, where a solar cell is attached. Perovskites make
excellent candidates for LSCs due to their high quantum yield, large refractive index
and large Stokes shift. We optimize the halide content and thickness of perovskite
thin films to yield devices reaching a maximum optical efficiency of 34.7% for 1.5cm
x 1.5cm samples.

Additionally, we investigate the effects of coupling between perovskite
quantum dots and plasmonic gold nanoparticles to illuminate the nature of this
interaction. The collective resonance of free electrons in metallic nanoparticles
can couple with the electron-hole pair in an excited semiconductor and lead to a
number of fascinating phenomena. We perform photoluminescence and lifetime
measurements on perovskite quantum dots in contact with gold nanoparticles of
varying sizes, which result in emission enhancement for smaller nanoparticles.

These results then encourage us to explore the viability of the perovskite
quantum dot/gold nanoparticle system as a highly efficient LSC. Through dip-
coating and optimizing gold nanoparticle concentration, we produce large-scale,
uniform, competitively efficient LSCs reaching a maximum efficiency of 2.87% for
10cm x 10cm samples.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Introduction

Human energy consumption is currently increasing at an unsustainable rate.[1]
The rising temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere, increasing costs of coal and
crude oil, and the rapid destruction of our planet’s natural resources all demand
an alternative, renewable energy solution. Researchers have found promising
candidates in solar harnessing devices, where solar cells with 20% efficiency
covering less than 1% of the Earth’s surface area can meet the entire planet’s
projected energy demand in 2030.[2] However, such large-scale implementation
is still unattainable due to high initial costs and lack of supporting infrastructure.
As a result, current research in solar energy is focused on optimization of these
devices to be lower in cost and higher in efficiency.[1, 3]

While the most common commercial photovoltaics (PVs) are made with single
crystalline silicon, the high manufacturing costs remain a major obstacle to
widespread implementation.[3] While cheaper alternatives such as dye-sensitized
solar cells have been extensively studied, their low efficiency bars them from being
an attractive alternative.[4] On the other hand, gallium arsenide triple-junction
cells have shown remarkably high efficiency in lab, but remain prohibitively
expensive for any kind of large-scale manufacturing.[5] Since most PV technologies
follow this general trend of trading off efficiency for affordability, the emergence of
perovskite-based photovoltaics (PPVs) has been a breakthrough where the low-cost,
easily processed material has been shown to have impressive efficiency of 25.2%
comparable to commercial silicon, as shown in Fig. 1.1.[6, 7] However, PPVs still
face significant challenges in stability and toxicity, and further improvements to
efficiency are still needed before commercialization can become a possibility.

1
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Figure 1.1: Commercial solar cell efficiencies as of 2020. PPV is
outlined. This plot is courtesy of the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, Golden, CO.

This dissertation aims to address some of these challenges through the
investigation and improvement of optical properties of hybrid perovskite (PVSK)
materials, including perovskite thin films and perovskite-based quantum dots
(PQDs). Chapter 2 reviews the scientific background for the materials, devices
and physical concepts discussed throughout this work, while Chapter 3 details the
experimental methods utilized in each project. Chapters 4 through 6 describe the
projects completed and the results obtained, and Chapter 7 provides a summary
and outlook on future progress in the field.

The first project studies PVSK thin films in the context of luminescent solar
concentrators (LSCs). Planar LSCs generally consist of a fluorescent material atop
a high refractive index substrate that absorbs incident light and re-emits it at a
lower energy, acting as a waveguide for the down-converted sunlight to its edges
where a solar cell is attached. The down-conversion ensures that light will not
be re-absorbed by the LSC material, and its efficiency can be further increased by
spectrally matching the LSC’s emission to the absorption of the solar cell. LSCs
are low-cost alternatives to traditional PV systems whose benefits include being
lightweight and able to operate under both diffuse and direct sunlight. Due to their
superior optical properties such as high quantum yield, broad absorption spectra
and high refractive index, PVSK thin films were proven to be viable candidates for
the active medium in LSCs in our previous work. In this project, we investigate
the roles of halide composition, morphology and film thickness in PVSK LSCs to
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optimize optical efficiency.
The second project focuses on improving optical emission of PVSK thin films

and PQDs via plasmonic gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). The field of nanoplasmonics
is rapidly advancing due to its many applications in PV, displays and sensing.
When excited at their resonance frequency, metallic nanoparticles can generate
localized electric fields that can enhance optical properties of, or transfer energy to,
surrounding media. The coupling between plasmonic nanoparticles and quantum
dot (QD) excitons has been well documented, displaying favorable characteristics
such as reduced lifetime and suppressed blinking. Furthermore, plasmonic
nanoparticles have been previously utilized in thin film devices to improve optical
characteristics. While traditional CdSe QDs have most commonly been used for
these studies, the interaction between PQDs and plasmonic nanoparticles has been
largely uninvestigated. PQDs have distinct advantages over conventional QDs,
including high quantum yield and ease of compositional tunability. For this project,
we study the nature of the plasmon-exciton coupling and its effect on PQD and
PVSK thin film optical properties.

The final project revisits PVSK LSCs and aims to implement the results of the
previous two projects into the design of a large-scale, high efficiency LSC utilizing
PQDs coupled with AuNPs. LSCs made with QDs have been extensively studied
and found to be successful due to their broad absorption across visible spectra, so it
follows that PQDs would naturally be viable candidates for high efficiency LSCs due
to their superior optical properties over conventional QDs. By implementing AuNPs
into our LSC devices, we can further increase the emission and optical efficiency.
Since QD LSCs also benefit from low reabsorption due to the discrete nature of QDs,
we investigate scalability by producing large-scale devices to maximize both optical
efficiency and geometric gain.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Hybrid perovskite materials

2.1.1 Crystal structure

Hybrid inorganic-organic perovskites are direct band gap semiconductors that
typically form the structure ABX3, B is a metal cation and C is a halide ion, as shown
in Fig. 2.1(a). [8, 9] The large organic cation is often methylammonium (MA), but
more recently formamidinium (FA) has also been used and occasionally cesium will
be utilized to make a fully-inorganic structure. It has been shown that the band gap
is very sensitive to the size of the large cation, with larger sizes leading to reduced
band gaps. While the Cs cation improves stability, this comes at the cost of an
increase in band gap since it is smaller than both MA and FA. [10] The metal cation
is often lead, but tin has occasionally been used as well, and the halide ion varies
depending on the desired structural or organic properties. At room temperature,
PVSKs form the tetrahedral structure shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Hybrid PVSKs allow for
the low cost solution-processing of organic materials while demonstrating the high
carrier mobility and lifetime of inorganic materials. Additionally, by varying A, B or
X, the bandgap can be tuned as shown in Fig. 2.1(b).

4
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Figure 2.1: (a) Crystal structure of room temperature perovskite
and (b) Energy bands for varying compositions of PVSK. Reprinted
with permission from Nature Photonics. [9]

2.1.2 Optical properties

Perovskite semiconductors have one of the highest absorption coefficients
among conventional photovoltaic materials, measured around 105/cm. This is
partly due to the previously mentioned direct band gap, which does not require
phonon contributions to transition from the optical to valence band, as well
as a high density of states in both the valence and conduction band. PVSK
semiconductors are ionic in nature, where the conduction band generally contains
the Pb-p states, while the valence band containes the Pb-s states and the p states of
the chosen halide. This pair of Pb-s electrons in the valence band near the maximum
contributes to the high density of states and resulting high absorption coefficient.

PVSKs have a broad absorption spectrum that make them well-suited to PV
technologies, as well as high quantum yield (QY) reported at nearly 80%. [9]
However, charge transport in PVSKs suffers from the presence of trap states,
particularly at grain boundaries. These charge transport properties are widely
tunable by varying the lead halide, which later chapters will show affects the
thin film optical properties as well. Specifically, MAPbI3 made with lead acetate
demonstrates a reduced concentration of iodide which results in a lower defect
density and prevents the formation of deep traps, despite forming smaller grains
(and thus more grain boundaries). This results in longer charge diffusion lengths
of 600 nm compared to 100 nm for iodide-only samples, which is desirable in PVs.
[11]
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2.1.3 Spin and Magnetic properties

Perovskites additionally display interesting spin and magnetic properties due to
their unique molecular structure. Since the large organic cation is not symmetrically
centered in the molecule, its dipole moment can cause the molecule to become
spontaneously electrically polarized from a lack of inversion symmetry, resulting in
ferroelectric regions that allow for ideal photovoltaic properties, such as voltages
higher than the band gap along with large charge carrier separation. [12] This
cation polarization additionally results in lattice polarization, which can further
contribute to the rise of ferroelectric behavior. [13]

The lack of inversion symmetry also allows for spin-orbit coupling, which results
in energy band splitting, known as the Rashba effect. In perovskites, this coupling
theoretically arises in a splitting of the conduction band from the spin degeneracy,
which creates spin-allowed and spin-forbidden recombination channels. [14]
As the spin and momentum are non-degenerate in the spin-forbidden path, the
recombination rate would be much slower. By slowing the recombination rate of
the spin-allowed path through fast recombination at the band edges, this coupling
is one possible explanation of the long carrier diffusion lifetimes present in halide
perovskites. [14] However, convincing experimental evidence of this coupling
remains to be found. Further investigation into the unique spin and magnetic
properties of perovskite could provide rich and interesting new semiconductor
physics for a variety of applications beyond solar.

2.1.4 Perovskite quantum dots

Quantum dots are semiconducting nanoparticles in which quantum confinement
occurs as a result of one dimension being near to or smaller than its exciton
Bohr radius. [15] Recently, perovskite quantum dots have emerged as a new
interesting class of nanocrystals with attractive optical properties such as high
photoluminescence quantum yield (up to 90%) and widely tunable emission
wavelength by varying lead halide content. [16] Figure 2.2 shows the tunability
of peak emission in CsPbIxBr3-x PQDs from 400-800 nm by varying the I:Br ratio.
[17] Additionally, the high temperature stability and narrow band emission ( 20
nm) due to an increase in bound states relative to the bulk material makes PQDs
ideal candidates for laser and LED display applications. The ease of fabrication of
colloidal QDs also make them attractive for PV applications. [15] For our research,
PQDs present an opportunity to understand fundamental processes without the
heterogeneity present in bulk PVSK thin films, which can be valuable to future
PVSK and other QD PV research.
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Figure 2.2: Peak emission shift of CsPbIxBr3-x as halide content is
varied. Reprinted with permission from Nanoscale. [17]

2.2 Perovskite photovoltaics

2.2.1 Thin films

Perovskite-based photovoltaics have the benefit of being simultaneously low-cost
and high-efficiency, with the power conversion efficiency (PCE) improving more
rapidly over time than any other standard reported PV technology. PPVs were first
introduced in 2009, where MAPbI3 was used as the active material and reported
PCE of 3.81%. [18] Only seven years later in 2016, researchers had improved PCE
to 22.1%. [7] Device engineering has focused on improving PCE through fabricating
more uniform films and more efficient electron- or hole-transport layers, as well
as improving stability. PVSK stability remains the largest obstacle thus far, where
inorganic-only PPVs have been fabricated to remain stable over several months, at
the cost of reduced efficiency. [9]
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2.2.2 Quantum dots

Photovoltaics employing QDs as a light-harvesting medium have gained
popularity due to their ability to improve range of absorption in tandem cells and
improve charge carrier generation through multiple exciton generation (MEG). [15]
Due to the ease of bandgap tunability, QDs can be strategically chosen to maximize
absorption range in a tandem PV cell. [15] Additionally, MEG has been observed
in QDs where a single photon generates multiple low-energy electron-hole pairs
rather than a single high-energy exciton pair, which in turn increases the overall
photocurrent of the device. [19] A blend of polymer and CdSe QDs for example
have demonstrated increased charge separation and photocurrent enhancement
under visible light. [15] Despite these attractive properties, QDs face significant
challenges in stability and toxicity, while QD PVs remain low-efficiency on their
own due to high recombination rates of charge carriers. [15]

2.3 Luminescent solar concentrators

2.3.1 Device Physics

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) typically consist of a fluorescent
material on top of a high refractive index substrate that absorbs incident light and
acts as a waveguide for it to be re-emitted it at its edge where a solar cell is attached.
[20] The emitted light is downconverted to a lower energy which prevents it
from being reabsorbed by the LSC material. Advantages of LSCs include being
lightweight, low-cost and able to operate under both diffuse and direct sunlight.
[21] A simple schematic of an LSC is shown in Fig. 2.3. The main metric used to
qualify LSCs is optical efficiency ηopt, which is defined as:

ηopt =
ILSC · APV

ALSC · IPV
(2.1)

where ILSC and IPV are the current generated by the PV with and without the
attached LSC respectively, and ALSC and APV are the areas of the LSC and PV.

There are a number of mechanisms which inhibit ηopt and have prevented LSCs
from becoming commercially viable thus far. A diagram illustrating these loss
mechanisms is shown in Fig. 2.4. [22] The first loss mechanism (Fig. 2.4.1)
occurs when incident light is absorbed by the luminophore and re-emitted at an
angle outside of the "capture" cone of the waveguide, and thus is not internally
reflected but exits out the surface of the LSC. These surface losses can be mitigated
by employing selective mirrors and aligning the luminophores. [23, 24]
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of planar LSC. Incident light is absorbed
by the luminophore and downconverted to a lower energy. The
downshifted light is internally reflected and absorbed by a solar
cell attached to the edge of the concentrator.

The second type of loss in an LSC (Fig. 2.4.2) occurs when the emission from
the luminophore is re-absorbed by another luminescent molecule further down the
waveguide, preventing the emission from reaching the attached solar cell. This self
absorption is mainly due to spectral overlap between the material’s absorption and
emission bands, quantifed by the overlap factor fa that is defined as the ratio of
overlap between the absorption and emission spectra to the emission spectra. [25]
Self-absorption losses can be mitigated in a number of ways, including selecting
materials with larger Stokes shifts that limit this overlap naturally, utilizing thinner
layers to limit re-absorption events and doping active layers to increase separation
between the absorption and emission bands of the material.

The third illustrated loss mechanism (Fig. 2.4.3) is of losses directly caused by
the inherent material properties of the luminophore selected, such as the location of
its optical bands and stability. When the wavelength of incident light is outside the
material’s absorption spectra, it will pass through the LSC without being absorbed
at all as in Fig. 2.4.3a. When high energy photons are absorbed that result in
photodegradation of the luminophore species, the LSC will suffer from lower overall
emission, as shown in Fig. 2.4.3b. Additionally, the fluorescence quantum yield of
a material will limit the re-emission of every absorbed photon, as the energy will
be transferred to heat or phonon vibrations instead, as shown in Fig. 2.4.3c. These
losses are generally only mitigated through thoughtful selection of the active LSC
material. A more thorough discussion of the most common luminophores and their
advantages and drawbacks is provided in the next section.
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Figure 2.4: Loss mechanisms in luminescent solar concentrators: 1) Light emitted
outside capture cone; 2) re-absorption of emitted light by another luminophore; 3a)
input light is not absorbed by the luminophore; 3b) limited luminophore stability; 3c)
internal quantum efficiency of the luminophore is not unity; 4) solar cell losses; 5a)
reflection from the waveguide surface; 5b) absorption of emitted light by the waveguide;
5c) internal waveguide scattering; 5d) surface scattering. Reprinted with permission
from Wiley [Copyright c©2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH Co. KGaA, Weinheim].

Finally, some of the loss mechanisms in a complete LSC-PV system arise not
from the concentrator material itself, but from the attached solar cell device and
waveguide. Fresnel reflection will cause a fraction of the incident light to reflect off
the surface of the concentrator without ever being absorbed (Fig. 2.4.5a). Then,
small imperfections in the waveguide can cause absorption of the LSC emission by
the waveguide or internal or surface scattering, as shown in Fig. 2.4.5b-d. Finally,
even if the emitted light avoids all these other loss mechanisms and reaches the
attached PV cell, ths solar cell itself has a limited conversion efficiency and thus
cannot absorb every photon incident from the concentrator (Fig. 2.4.4).

While engineering LSC-PV devices that limit surface, waveguide or PV-related
losses is a rich topic for research, mitigating these losses is beyond the scope of this
work. The following chapters focus on optimizing optical properties of carefully
selected materials that limit self-absorption and maximize emission from the LSC
active layer to optimize optical efficiency.

2.3.2 Material Selection

When LSCs were first introduced in the 1970s, research focused on employing
organic fluorescent dyes due to their affordability, ease of manufacturing and
high absorption coefficients. [22] While an extensive variety of dyes have been
studied for LSCs over the years, the most popular dye types have been rhodamines,
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coumarins, and perylene dyes. [26, 25, 27] Earliest research focused primarily
on rhodamines and coumarines while perylene dyes gained more attention about
a decade after LSC research began. Rhodamine dyes are desirable due to their
high solubility and high quantum yields, but have a low Stokes shift and thus
lead to high re-absorption. [28] Coumarins have a much higher Stokes shift
than rhodamines; for example, fa for Coumarin 540A is 0.12 whereas it is 0.48
for Rhodamine 6G. [29] However, coumarins exhibit generally poor photostability
which limits their use as LSCs. Perylene and perylene derivatives exhibit both high
quantum effieciency and better photostability, but suffer from poor solubility. [30]
An extensive amount of research has been done to optimize each of these properties
in dye-based LSCs, but organic dyes in general suffer from a limited absorption
spectra and photodegradation. [30]

In the early 2000s, quantum dots were introduced as an alternative to dye-based
concentrators due to their higher photostability, large Stokes shift, tunable optical
properties and wide absorption spectra. [31] The most commonly used quantum
dots for LSCs were CdSe/ZnS and PbS, as these were also popular materials for
QD-based solar cells for the same desirable optical properties. [32] While cadmium-
based LSCs were easy to fabricate and tune, PbS QDs had overall higher absorption
efficiencies that made them attractive LSC candidates as well. [33] However,
quantum dots in general suffered from lower overall quantum yield and high
toxicity.

As with photovoltaics, every luminophore proposed for active LSC layers has
distinct advantages and disadvantages, and so there is no widely agreed upon
"ideal" LSC material in literature. In this work, we study perovskite thin films and
quantum dots as active absorbers in LSCs due to their unique optical properties that
align with many of the requirements for optimal LSC materials.

2.4 Plasmonic nanoparticles

2.4.1 Localized surface plasmon resonance

Plasmonic nanoparticles are characterized by charge density oscillation of
conduction band electrons upon photoexcitation, otherwise known as localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This resonance occurs when the incident light
frequency ω matches the surface plasmon resonance frequency ωsp of the metallic
nanoparticle which is given by [34]

ωsp =
ωP√

1 + 2ε

√
1 + (1 + 2εm)

(
R0

R

)2

(2.2)

where εm is the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium, R is the radius of
the nanoparticle and ωP is the bulk plasma frequency given by
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ωP =

√
4πnee2

me

(2.3)

and R0 is

R0 =

√
3π~2

4m2
ekF

(2.4)

where kF is the Fermi wave vector, and e and me are the charge and mass of
an electron respectively. [35] Incident light on a nanoparticle can be effectively
modeled as a metallic sphere in a uniform external field, where a polarization vector
will be generated in the direction of the field and thus a dipole field will be induced
in the nanoparticle in the opposite direction of the incident light, which will result
in the light extinction. [35] Assuming homogeneous, spherical nanoparticles, Mie
theory provides the total extinction Qext and scattering efficiency Qsca as an infinite
series:

Qext =
2

x2

∞∑
n=1

(2n+ 1)Re[an + bn] (2.5)

Qsca =
2

x2

∞∑
n=1

(2n+ 1)[a2n + b2n] (2.6)

where

an =
mψn(mx)ψ′n(x)− ψn(x)y′n(mx)

mψn(mx)ξ′n(x)−mξn(x)ψ′n(mx)
(2.7)

bn =
ψn(mx)ψ′n(x)−mψn(x)y′n(mx)

ψn(mx)ξ′n(x)−mξn(x)ψ′n(mx)
(2.8)

where n is the refractive index of the sphere, m is the ratio of n to the refractive
index of the surrounding medium nm, x is the size parameter given as 2πnmR/λ (R
is nanoparticle radius and λ is the wavelength of incident light), ψn and ξn are the
Riccati-Bessel functions, and the prime indicates first differentiation with respect to
the argument in parentheses. The absorption efficiency Qabs is then given by

Qabs = Qext −Qsca (2.9)

since all light that is not scattered will be absorbed. [35] Thus, by varying the
size, geometry and surrounding medium, the absorption and scattering ratio can be
controlled. Figure 2.5 shows the percent of light scattered and absorbed calculated
as a function of diameter for a gold nanosphere integrated from 300—800 nm.
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Figure 2.5: Percent of light scattered and absorbed calculated as a
function of Au nanosphere diameter integrated from 300-800 nm.
Republished with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
[36]

2.4.2 Plasmon-semiconductor interactions

Near-field Enhancement

Near-field enhancement occurs when LSPR leads to local enhancement of
electromagnetic fields in the immediate vicinity (< 50 nm away) of nanostructures.
This allows the nanoparticles to act as secondary light sources that increase the
overall light absorbed by the PV. These enhanced fields are generally orders of
magnitude higher in intensity than the incident light, but also fall off very rapidly as
distance increases. [37] Figure 2.6 shows the calculated near-field enhancement as
a function of distance from the nanoparticle surface for gold and silver nanospheres
and nanocubes. [36] From this, it is clear that in order to benefit from near-field
enhancement, the semiconductor molecules must be very close to the nanoparticles
in the PV.
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Figure 2.6: Calculated near field enhancement as a function of
distance from the particle surface averaged over the 300–800 nm
spectral range for Au and Ag nanospheres and cubes.

Due to the very small range of this effect, it will be experimentally difficult to
probe near-field enhancement directly. However, for particles too small to provide
far-field scattering, enhanced absorption could indicate near-field enhancement by
process of elimination. As with far-field scattering, the composition, size and shape
of the nanoparticle will affect the range and intensity of enhancement.

Hot Electron Transfer

When a plasmon decays non-radiatively on a femtosecond timescale, the
energetic reaction creates electron-hole pairs with a higher thermal energy than the
metallic atoms. These hot electrons eventually cool down through electron-electron
scattering and electron-phonon collisions. [38] Because of their high energy, these
hot electrons can transfer to the conduction band of a surrounding semiconductor,
thus leading to charge carrier enhancement in the PV cell. As shown in Figure 2.7,
this will occur only if the Fermi levels of the plasmon and the semiconductor match.
Additionally, in most plasmon-enhanced PV systems, the metallic nanoparticles are
coated by an insulating interlayer such as SiO2 to minimize damping. In order for
hot electron transfer to occur, there must also be minimal separation (< 3 nm)
between the semiconductor and nanoparticle by any insulating layer coating the
nanoparticles. [39]
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Figure 2.7: Schematic energy diagram of hot-electron transfer
process: first, plasmon decoherence produces hot electron-hole
pairs and next, hot electrons with sufficiently high energy travel
through the Schottky barrier and a thin insulator to enter the
conduction band of the semiconductor material.

Hot-electron transfer can be characterized by observation of enhanced charge
carrier generation using photocurrent measurements compared to a control. It has
been demonstrated that while larger nanoparticles will produce more hot electrons
with lower energy, smaller nanoparticles will produce less hot electrons with higher
energy. [40] Nanostructures < 20 nm in size have been observed to be most
efficient at generating hot electrons in semiconductors. [41]

Plasmon Resonant Energy Transfer

Plasmon resonant energy transfer (PRET) occurs when resonant energy is
transferred from the metallic nanoparticle to the semiconductor molecule via
dipole-dipole coupling, thereby generating electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor
near the band edge. [42] This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.8. While band
alignment is not necessary for PRET as in hot electron transfer, a spectral overlap
in absorption is needed between the semiconductor and nanoparticle. Additionally,
there is no constraint on the insulating layer for PRET. [43]
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of PRET where resonant energy is
transferred to the semiconductor molecule in the overlap region.
Note that band alignment is not needed for this to occur.

PRET can be characterized by increased photocurrent when the conditions
for hot electron transfer are not met (insulating layer and band alignment).
Additionally, in the very specific case that the conditions for both PRET and hot-
electron transfer are met, where there is alignment of the Fermi level as well as a
spectral overlap in absorption, both PRET and hot-electron transfer can occur. [42]

Plasmonic Enhancement in Solar Cells

Plasmonic enhancement in current PV has been demonstrated by engineering
the size, shape and composition of metallic nanostructures to achieve significant
efficiency enhancement. Recently, Dabirian et. al simulated nanoparticles on
top of a TiO2 photoanode and observed a 40% increase in scattering with 700
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nm Ag particles compared to a 2% increase with 100 nm Ag particles due to an
increased ability at larger sizes to divert light at larger angles, thereby increasing
the optical path length. [44] While initial research in plasmon-enhanced PV focused
on spherical nanoparticles, recently increased efficiency enhancement has been
observed with nanorods, nanocubes, core-shell nanostructures and other varied
geometries which give rise to enhanced polarizability. These structures often allow
for localized charge concentration at corners and edges which then leads to near-
field enhancement as previously discussed. Figure 2.9 shows the improvement in
absorbance and current density in dye-sensitized solar cells employing nanorods
over nanospheres. [45, 46]

Figure 2.9: Absorption intensity of TiO2 electrodes with Au
and Ag nanoparticles incorporated and IV scans of nanoparticle-
incorporated dye sensitized solar cells.

Nanoparticle composition has been successfully varied to produce optimal
results in several PV systems. Au and Ag are most commonly used due to their
superior radiative properties. While Au has higher optical losses than Ag, it also
has higher stability, and both achieve LSPR in the visible light range while being
simple to fabricate. [47] More recently, Al has also been studied due to its broad
LSPR spectral tunability from 350-500 nm and low optical losses. [48] While Al
has lower light trapping efficiency than Au or Ag, other benefits such as higher
chemical stability and increased charge carrier separation have been observed. [49]
As plasmon-incorporated PV systems showed increasing success, researchers have
recently begun exploring the concept of plasmon-enhanced PPV. Carretero et. al
performed FDTD simulations on Au, Ag and Al nanoparticles in PVSK cells made
with MAPbI3. [50] While only radiative effects were simulated, the results were
intriguing as shown in Fig. 2.9. According to this simulation, Ag nanoparticles
with 130 nm radius showed absorption higher than a PVSK-only film of 1000 nm
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thickness. Snaith et. al first attempted experimental incorporation of plasmonic
nanoparticles in PPV in 2013, where SiO2 coated Au nanoparticles mixed into
an Al2O3 scaffold which improved photocurrent density by 14.5%. [51] This was
attributed to a reduction in binding energy, which is the energy required to separate
electron-hole pairs into free charge carriers and avoid recombination. In another
study, significant spectral enhancement was observed by incorporating TiO2 coated
Ag nanospheres in an Al2O3/PVSK active layer, which increased device efficiency by
20%. [52] In this case, enhancement was not due to binding energy reduction but
rather improved absorption from far-field scattering.



Chapter 3

Experimental methods

3.1 Sample preparation

This section discusses sample preparation and, where relevant, synthesis. Unless
specified otherwise in the pertinent chapter, all samples are deposited on indium
tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates. ITO-coated glass is preferable since it will
not reflect or absorb light in spectroscopy measurements, and the ITO coating is
conductive so the sample can be analyzed using scanning electron microscopy. The
substrates are cut from a larger slab by scoring using a diamond cutter and metal
ruler and gently breaking along the guide. The substrates used for the samples
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 are cut to approximately 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm while the
large-scale LSC discussed in Chapter 6 is deposited on a substrate cut to 5 cm × 5
cm. The substrates are prepared for sample deposition by placing in a sample holder
and sonicating first in deionized water, then acetone and finally isopropyl alcohol,
with 15 minutes allocated to each step. They are then dried under a stream of
oxygen and stored in a single layer in a closed petri dish until deposition.

3.1.1 Perovskite thin films

While similar in final chemical composition, the perovskite thin films outlined
in Chapter 4 are prepared using different techniques and precursors from those
in Chapter 5 due to differing priorities in optimal characteristics between the two
projects, as well as changes in inventory and equipment availability.

PVSK thin films for luminescent solar concentrators

The films reviewed in Chapter 4 use various lead precursors for the perovskite
halide, which is discussed in more detail within the chapter, combined with
methylammonium iodide (MAI) as the cation source. The MAI is purchased
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from Luminescence Technology Corp. while the lead halide compounds and N,N-
Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvents are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. To purify
the MAI, the MAI powder is mixed with 28.5 ml of anhydrous ethanol and 1.5 ml of
anhydrous methanol and magnetically stirred in an oil bath at 60◦ for 2 hours until
completely dissolved. The solution then continues to be stirred at room temperature
with the addition of 150 ml of diethyl ether to re-crystallize the MAI powder, and
then is filtered using filter paper. The resultant crystals are washed with diethyl
either and the process is repeated until all MAI is purified and white in color. The
purified MAI powder is then stored in a vacuum environment overnight to dry.

To prepare the film solution, the precursors are combined according to the
following ratios: for CH3NH3PbI3 prepared with PbI2, 119 mg of MAI and 345 mg
of PbI2 are added to 750 µl of DMF; for CH3NH3PbI3 prepared with Pb(Ac)2, 314
mg of MAI and 250 mg of Pb(Ac)2 are added to 750 µl of DMF; for CH3NH3PbI3-xClx
prepared with PbCl2, 210 mg of MAI and 122 mg of PbCl2 are added to 500 µl of
DMF; and for CH3NH3PbI3-xClx prepared with PbCl2 and Pb(Ac)2, 358 mg of MAI,
104 mg of PbCl2 and 122 mg of Pb(Ac)2 are added to 750 µl of DMF respectively.
For each solution, the MAI is added first and sonicated until completely dissolved
before adding the lead compounds. The solutions are then sonicated for 1 minute
before stirring overnight in a N2 glovebox. The films are prepared from the solution
by spin-coating on the prepared substrates at 3000, 4000, 5000 and 6000 rpm for
30 s for each solution to achieve the range of thicknesses desired for study. In total,
this will make 16 samples of varying composition and thickness. The samples are
then annealed on a hot plate at 100–120◦C until completely dry and darkened in
color, which takes 30 min–2 h depending on the composition and thickness of the
sample. Thinner samples and samples containing Pb(Ac)2 require shorter annealing
times due to a higher by-product evaporation rate, which is discussed in more detail
in the chapter. The samples remain in the glovebox for the entire deposition and
annealing process, after which they are removed and ready for characterization.
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3.1.2 Perovskite quantum dots

Perovskite quantum dots were synthesized by our collaborators at University
of California, Santa Cruz, Evan T. Vickers and his supervisor Jin Z. Zhang.
CH3NH3PbBr3 QDs were synthesized using a solvent reprecipitation method under
ambient conditions. CH3NH3Br (80 µmol, 9.0 mg), PbBr2 (0.20 mmol, 73 mg),
benzoic acid (0.74 mmol, 90 mg), and 400 µL DMF was added to a borosilicate vial
and the solution was sonicated until all solid dissolved. Then, benzylamine (0.10
mmol, 11 µL) was added, and the solution was sonicated again for 20 sec. 100
µL precursor solution was added at a medium rate to 5.0 mL toluene. The PQD
solution was centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 2 minutes and the brightly fluorescent
liquid extracted. The liquid was further purified using cotton-plug filtration. This
procedure was republished with permission from Ref. [53].

3.1.3 Perovskite/Au samples

Perovskite quantum dot samples made with Au nanoparticles were fabricated by
either drop casting or dip coating. Drop casted samples were prepared by pipetting
200µL of 45 ppm AuNP solution (either 5nm or 10nm) in water from NanoPartz
onto clean glass slides and annealing on a hot plate at 100◦ C until completely
dry. Subsequently, 200µL of the previously described quantum dot solution was
deposited on the dried and cooled (to room temperature) AuNPs and left to dry
in air. The samples were then stored covered in a glovebox for several days while
measurements were taken.

Dip coated samples were made by first preparing a 1 mM 1,2-ethanedithiol
(EDT) in acetonitrile solution in order to facilitate ligand exchange. Clean glass
slides are lowered first in the AuNP solution then slowly lifted out of the solution at
a rate of approximately 1cm/s. The bottom of the slide is tapped gently on a paper
towel to remove excess liquid. The slide is then rinsed in pure acetonitrile at the
same dipping rate, then rotated 90◦ to ensure uniformity and the process is repeated
5 times. Once dry, the QDs are deposited similarly, using the EDT/acetonitrile
solution in between QD layers.
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3.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy

Characterization of a material’s optical properties rely on a thorough understanding
of its light-matter interactions. Photoluminescence in semiconductors occurs
when the material is exposed to incident light with an energy at or above the
material’s band gap that excites electrons into a higher energy state. When these
excited electrons decay to their ground state, they spontaneously emit photons
which we then measure as emission. Measurement of this emission can then
reveal deeper material properties such as surface defect states, degradation or
decomposition of the material or (in combaniation with absorbance) quantum yield.
The following sections discuss the experimental details of the photoluminescence
(PL) measurements provided in this work.

3.2.1 Steady-state photoluminescence spectroscopy

A steady-state photoluminescence measurement is generally performed by
exciting a sample with a focused beam and collecting emission that is focused into a
spectrometer. A schematic of the experimental setup used for the PL measurements
provided in this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.1. The light source used a Supercontinuum
laser system with an AOTF filter (SuperK) from NKT Photonics. The SuperK
is wavelength and power tunable, which is important for optimizing excitation.
Ideally, a sample should be excited above its bandgap but not at much higher
energies, to prevent multi-excitonic processes from interfering with data as well
as to avoid damage to the material. The laser light is collimated and then focused
onto the sample, and the emission passes back through the path of the incident
light. A beam splitter placed between the laser and the sample then redirects the
emission into an objective that focuses into a spectrometer. Since the reflected laser
light will also be redirected, a long pass filter is placed between the beam splitter
and objective in order to filter out the reflected light and ensure that only emission
is collected by the spectrometer. The spectrometer is then connected to a computer
that analyzes the emission at each wavelength and provides an emission spectra. It
is important to conduct these measurements in a dark room to avoid ambient light
generating noisy spectras, and to connect the sample holders and spectrometers
to 3D adjustable stages since signal optimization is very sensitive to slight position
adjustments.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of experimental setup for steady-state
photoluminescence.

3.2.2 Scanning photoluminescence spectroscopy

A scanning PL setup is made much the same way as steady-state, with the sample
being mounted to an automated 3D stage controlled via LabView. Scanning PL
allows us to observe the shifts in emission over a small area to understand the
uniformity and possible defect areas of a sample and their nature. A step size
(in length) for the x- and y-scale is input into the LabView program and a PL
map is generated over the selected region of area. The step size is limited by the
wavelength of the laser light utilized in the measurement, though the maps shown
in this work are lower in resolution, with step sizes of several microns or higher.

3.2.3 Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy

Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy (TRPL) utilizes time-correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC) to obtain a time-dependent histogram of emission
from which we can extract recombination lifetime values. TRPL is a powerful
and useful tool for distinguishing the nature of recombination processes as well as
studying the charge transport properties of a material. TCSPC relies on excitation
provided through a short laser pulse, after which the generated photons are
collected by an avalanche photodiode. A schematic of the experimental setup for
TRPL is provided in Fig. 3.2. The setup is similar to a PL setup, with an additional
beam splitter used to allow the emission to be collected by both a spectrometer
and the photodiode. While only the photodiode is necessary for the lifetime data,
the spectrometer is useful to collect wavelength-dependent PL at the same spot for
comparison as well as to help optimize the setup and overall emission counts.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of experimental setup for time-resolved
photoluminescence.

Because a single short laser pulse would not provide enough photon counts to
get an accurate analysis, the average is taken across a series of pulses where the
measured time interval is between the pulse and the detection of an emitted photon.
The SuperK provides a synchronization signal which means the time at the pulse
does not need to be measured by a trigger diode, and the time at the emission is
measured by the photodiode. Fig. 3.3 provides an illustration of this measurement.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of start-stop times in time-resolved
photoluminescence measurement using TCSPC.

When this measurement of counts at each time interval is repeated many times,
the resultant histogram displays an exponential decay as shown in Fig. 3.4. This
shape is a result of the probabilistic nature of this process, where at each time
interval each excited molecule has a 50% probability of relaxation to the ground
state, which would leave 50% of the molecules in the excited state. Since the
intensity is determined by the photons emitted from this relaxation, the intensity
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decreases proportionally to the excited molecules, hence resulting in an exponential
decay.

Figure 3.4: Histogram of counts during time-resolved
photoluminescence measurement.

3.3 Ultraviolet-Visible absorption spectroscopy

In order to measure the absorption spectra of a material, ultraviolet-visible (UV-
Vis) spectroscopy is employed. UV-Vis measures the sum of the absorbed and
scattered light in a material by first measuring the incident light spectrum with
no sample present. Once the reference measurement is collected, a sample is
placed in the UV-Vis and a broadband light source is passed through to measure
the transmitted light. The absorption is then defined as

A = log
I

I0
(3.1)

where I0 is the intensity of the incident light transmission and I is the intensity
of the transmitted light. [54] The absorption spectra is then obtained by measuring
over a range of wavelengths, and correcting the baseline from the reference
measurement.



Chapter 4

Optimization and scalability of
hybrid perovskite thin films as
luminescent solar concentrators

4.1 Introduction

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) were originally introduced as a cost-
effective alternative to traditional photovoltaic systems. Historically, LSCs have
employed a polymer or glass substrates doped with fluorophores, such as quantum
dots or dye molecules, to act as waveguides for down-converted sunlight to be
directed to solar cells attached at their edges.[20, 55, 33, 56] LSC-based solar cells
have many advantages when compared with traditional solar cells, and one of the
most important of these is their ability to absorb both direct and diffuse sunlight.
This allows LSCs to be incorporated into otherwise difficult architectures, such as
vertical surfaces,and reduced cost for large area coverage.[57, 21] Conventional
optical concentration photovoltaic (CPV) technology uses concentrating optics to
reduce solar cell area while maintaining high efficiency in order to commercially
allow the use of higher efficiency and more costly solar cells relative to planar non-
concentrated PV.[58] Typically, the CPVs employ Fresnel lenses or mirrors with
single or dual axis tracking and have a typical concentration ration of 300–1000 for
high concentration PV (HCPV). HCPV systems often utilize high efficiency, relatively
expensive multi-junction solar cells such as GaInP/GaInS/Ge.[58] Efficiencies of
commercially available CPV modules exceed 30%, with a Soitec model recently
exhibiting 38.9% efficiencies at standard concentration.[59]

Luminescent materials typically used in LSCs should ideally possess high
quantum yield (QY), broadband absorption, and emission that is spectrally-matched
to the band gap of the attached solar cell. Since the concept was introduced,
LSC research has encompassed a wide array of materials. The most commonly
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used fluorescent components investigated include organic dyes and semiconductor
quantum dots such as CdSe/CdS, CdSe/ZnS and PbS.[60, 61, 33] The highest
power conversion efficiency (PCE) to date is 7%, achieved in a dye-based LSC
coupled to GaAs solar cells.[62] While this does not compare favorably with the
performance of 1st and 2nd generation crystalline and thin film photovoltaics,
it is close to the highest reported PCE of quantum dot-based solar cell.[63] The
biggest hurdle that prevents LSCs from practical implementation is not efficiency
but scalability, which arises from ‘self-absorption’ (SA) losses. In most materials,
the spectral overlap of the absorption and emission bands results in the emitted
light being re-absorbed by the material, and barring 100% QY, this results in further
losses. There are two avenues to reducing SA: one is band gap engineering to induce
a large spectral separation between absorption and emission bands, called Stokes
shift[64]; the other is to leverage materials with higher QY.[60] There has been
some success with designing quantum dots with almost no SA losses, and although
they have allowed the formation of relatively large LSCs, they have not necessarily
translated to high efficiency devices.[65, 60, 66] The best approach would therefore
be to not focus on arresting SA alone, but to also invest in materials with high QY,
which is the route we have taken.

Metal-halide hybrid perovskites (PVSKs) have been at the forefront of
photovoltaic research for the past six years, owing to their rapidly improving PCE
as thin film solar cells.[67] The highest reported value currently stands at 22.7%
[68] compared to 22.9% for thin film calcogenide solar cells and 26.7% for Si
crystalline solar cells. However, device stability remains a problematic issue, and
success on that front has not kept up with advances in performance.[69] While
recent perovskite solar cells have achieved stability under 1000 h of continuous
illumination, this still falls far short of the 20-year lifetime expected for silicon
solar cells.[70] However, PVSKs are unique materials tha have superior optical
characteristics in conjunction with high carrier mobility and are highly suited for
incorporation in LSCs as well as traditional solar cells.[71, 72] Typical materials
used for downconversion in LSCs include lanthanides and nanophosphors, but these
are not as easily synthesized as PVSKs.[73] While opaque thin films are generally
not used in LSCs due to high self-absorption, in our prior work we observed
that the high QY, broad absorption spectra, and large refractive index in hybrid
PVSKs (n = 2.5) compensated exceedingly well for this shortcoming, achieving an
impressive optical efficiency (ηopt) of 29%.[72] Additionally, they remained stable
over a period of months under ambient conditions.[72] The flexibility of chemical
composition of the hybrid PVSKs allows for many variations by using different
halides (Cl, I, or Br) or even combinations of halides. Each of these composites
have different quantum yields and absorption spectra, which create a very large
phase space of parameters that will influence LSC performance.
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While optimal morphology for PVSK solar cells has been well researched[74],
LSCs prioritize different qualities. In this work, we investigate the roles of halide
composition, morphology and film thickness in PVSK based LSCs, and report an
impressive experimental optical efficiency of 34.7%. In addition, 3D Monte Carlo
simulations based on the data predict the PVSK properties could allow LSCs as large
as 1 m.

4.2 Experimental Procedure

Our PVSK thin films are synthesized following established protocols.[72] To
systematically explore the phase space, we vary both film thickness and precursors,
totaling sixteen different combinations. The solutions are prepared by adding
purified (MAI) methylammonium iodide purchased from Luminescence Technology
Corp. to N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent, followed by the relevant lead
halide compound, PbCl2, PbI2 or Pb(Ac)2, all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The
mixture is sonicated for one minute, and then stirred overnight in a N2 glovebox.
The films are prepared from this mixture by spin-coating on indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass substrates at 3000–6000 rpm for 30 s to produce thicknesses ranging
from 150 to 600 nm, followed by annealing on a hot plate at 100–120◦C for 30
min–2 h. The annealing time is dependent upon the by-product evaporation rate,
which is much faster for samples containing acetate, while samples containing
iodide and/or chloride are on the slower end, taking upwards of an hour to anneal
the thickest samples. The samples remain in the glovebox throughout the spin-
coating and annealing process and are removed and exposed to ambient conditions
only when ready for measurements. The thickness of each sample is measured
using cross-sectional SEM imaging using FESEM (Zeiss, ULTRA-55) with secondary
electrons as the signal type. Top-down SEM images are then taken of all the samples
to observe surface characteristics. These films also undergo typical characterization
including x-ray diffraction.[72, 75]
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Figure 4.1: Spectral and surface characterization. (a) Schematic
of an LSC with a PV cell attached at one edge. (b) Absorption and
PL spectra of a typical PVSK thin film. (c–f) Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images for samples A–D. All films are 450 nm
thick.

Fig. 4.1(a) is a schematic of our device architecture. The PVSK thin film forms
the active material which absorbs normally incident sunlight and transmits the
down-converted emission to standard silicon (Si) photovoltaic (PV) cells attached
perpendicular to the surface along the edge. For optical efficiency measurements,
we measured current from the Si cells in ambient sunlight with and without our
LSCs and calculated optical efficiency using ηopt = ILSC×APV

IPV×ALSC
, where the geometric

gain is defined as the ratio of the areas of the LSCs and PV cells attached at the
edges and, considering the entire circumference, is 3.75 for our samples. Absolute
QYs of thin films is a notoriously difficult measurement, especially given these are
highly inhomogeneous polycrystalline samples. We therefore estimated QY using an
Acton SP2300 spectrophotometer relative to a standard laser dye. Self-absorption
(SA) is measured by collecting emission from the sample edge after exciting our
thin films with a broadband white light source. By varying the pump-detector
distance and measuring the resulting intensity drop in emission, we quantified the
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SA loss. We also performed spatially resolved photoluminescence (PL) scans at
normal incidence using a continuous wave laser source tuned to 408 nm.

4.3 Results

Fig.4.1(b) is a representative plot highlighting the broad absorption band and
near infrared emission spectrum of one of the PVSK samples. Fig. 4.1(c)–(f)
are scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a subset of our samples that
highlight the differences caused by the different halide precursors during synthesis.
The halide precursors (final compositions) for samples A–D are PbI2 (CH3NH3PbI3),
PbCl2 (CH3NH3PbI3-xClx), 1:1 mixture of PbCl2 and Pb(Ac)2 (CH3NH3PbI3-xClx), and
Pb(Ac)2 (CH3NH3PbI3), respectively. Samples A and D are both pure halide PVSKs
and have the same final composition, but as the SEM images show, the morphology
is very different. The same is true for samples B and C, which are both mixed
halide PVSKs. The use of different precursors influences the surface greatly, since
each precursor produces different by-products that evaporate at varied rates.[74,
76] Faster evaporation rates lead to smaller grains and smoother surfaces.[74, 76,
77] Consequently, PbCl2 tends to produce larger crystalline grains while Pb(Ac)2

leads to smaller crystals but a smoother morphology, and these trends are supported
by our SEM images. The effect of sample crystallinity on emission properties
is a complex and slightly debated topic. Theoretical models show PVSK grain
boundaries to be intrinsically benign relative to other polycrystalline materials[78],
but experimental studies contend that they might act as trap sites, increasing
non-radiative recombination.[79] The relative QY for A–D averaged over several
samples of each type is noted in the figure as well, and indicate that the presence
of Pb(Ac)2 improves the yield.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of optical emission and absorption.
(a) Spatially-resolved PL intensity scans of 40 µm2 areas of
the samples. (b) Histogram comparing simulated percentage of
photons undergoing absorption events in the samples with film
thickness 450 nm. (inset) Relative proportion of photons collected,
lost, and re-emitted.

Fig. 4.2 is a comparison of optical emission and absorption of the four samples.
Fig. 4.2(a) is a set of spatially resolved scanning PL maps where the optical
emission is collected at normal incidence. Integrating the emission over the scanned
spatial area indicates sample A has the lowest PL count, sample B being next while
samples C and D on average have the highest. This variation highlights the critical
role of precursors in PVSK morphology and how that affects optical yield and
characteristics. PbCl2 in the precursors enhances crystallinity due to slow byproduct
evaporation rate[74], which should reduce nonradiative recombination, while the
presence of Pb(Ac)2 is known to suppress the growth of large crystals, increasing
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the grain density and the sites of non-radiative losses through the proliferation
of grain boundaries.[77] We incorporate the absorption and emission data from
Figs.4.1 and 4.2 into 3D Monte Carlo simulations that use the model of a box-
shaped LSC, with dimensions of 5 cm × 5 cm × thickness t, whose top surface
points toward the sun, the bottom is attached to a perfect mirror, and the side
edges are covered by solar cells. The normally incident radiation is sampled from
the terrestrial solar spectrum[20] and assumed to be Lambertian. Propagation
distances inside the material are based on inverting the Beer-Lambert law[80] using
measured absorbance and emission spectra. Photons absorbed by the material
are probabilistically emitted isotropically based on the chance of non-radiative
recombination and the material emission spectra. Photons striking the top surface
are probabilistically reflected or transmitted based on Fresnel reflectance with a
measured substrate refractive index of n=1.7 to account for the ITO coating (the
results are similar using n=1.5). Snell reflection is employed on the bottom surface
and on reflected photons at the top surface. Photons are monitored until they strike
a side edge where they would be collected by a solar cell, escape back through
the top surface, or are lost by non-radiative routes and therefore not re-emitted.
We also monitor the number of times each photon is absorbed. In Fig. 4.2(b) the
main bar plot charts the percentage of photons undergoing a specific number of
absorption events in the four samples. ‘0’ represents incidents photons that are
not absorbed at all, which account for 12–15% of the incident excitation. This
proportion is consistent for all PVSKs irrespective of composition given the film
thicknesses are the same. Beyond that, sample A has the highest absorbance, as
noted by the largest proportion of ‘1’ (first) absorption event. It also has the lowest
probability for more absorption events (‘#’>1) which ought to translate to low self-
absorption (SA) losses. The inset compiles the proportions of photons that escape,
are not reemitted, and are collected by solar cells at the edges. There is a clear
monotonic increase in the percentage of collected photons from samples A–D that
follows the QY trend of Fig.4.1(c)–(f) and suggests that high QY is indeed capable
of overcoming SA losses. Additional details about the simulations are available in
the supplementary document.
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Figure 4.3: Estimating self-absorption. PL spectra (gray curves) at
increasing pump-probe separation shown to demonstrate emission
intensity loss along the length of the LSCs designed from samples
A–D. Peak intensity as function of the same separation is superposed
in black on the spectral curves. Simulated percentage of photons
collected (downward triangles) and emission peak energy shift
(filled circles) with varying d are also shown for every sample.

We obtain a quantifiable measure of SA losses in the LSCs in Fig.4.3. The
samples are excited normally with a white light source focused down to a 1 µm
spot and PL is collected from the edge as the separation between excitation and
collection d is varied by laterally translating the excitation spot. The PL curves
(gray) of samples A–D show a steady drop in emission intensity with increasing
d, as is expected given the QY is always less than 100%. In addition to intensity
reduction, the process of re-absorption and re-emission results in an overall red-
shift of the PL spectra.[72] We track the peak emission wavelength with d and plot
the difference between it and the d=0 value as ∆E(circles) for each sample. At
first glance it appears as though sample A has the best outcome, where the intensity
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reduces by less than 40% and the spectral shift is 8 meV; but the initial low PL due
to the small QY puts it at a disadvantage. Sample B has the worst SA losses, and
despite having a higher QY, sample C does not seem to translate that to superior SA
properties. Sample D possesses the best combination of high QY and acceptable SA
losses with the emission falling to 43% as the light traverses the sample length.
This is still a substantial loss compared to other active materials[78], but not
unexpected, considering the active medium is a continuous film, not comprised of
discrete dopants. Further, the trend in the edge emission data of sample D indicates
the intensity drop is leveling off, which is a positive attribute that could allow for
scaling up of device dimensions.

We investigate the scalability aspect next through simulations. Based on the
same LSC model used to generate the data in Fig. 4.2(b), we calculate SA losses in
the LSCs. In this exercise, the distance that a photon travels until it is absorbed is
determined using Beer-Lambert’s law, based on the (corrected) absorption spectrum
(see [69] for details). Once absorbed, the probability of this photon to be
reemitted is the QY. If re-emitted, the red-shifted wavelength and the emitted
intensity is sampled from the emission spectrum and the photon’s direction is
chosen randomly assuming isotropic emission. The calculated spectrally-integrated
emission intensities as functions of d are plotted in Fig. 4.3 for samples A–D
(triangles) normalized to the experimental results. There is good agreement
between simulation and data for samples A and D, both of which are pure iodide
films. The same is not the case for the mixed halide CH3NH3PbI3-xClx samples, B
and C. Revisiting Fig. 4.2(a), we can see that the PL maps of samples B and C have
more of a checkerboard pattern, becoming spatially non-uniform because of the
larger grains that are typical when PbCl2 is used as a precursor. This inhomogeneity
is not incorporated in this simple fitting model. However, as this model seems to
work well in samples A and D with smaller grains, we extend the scope of the MC
simulations to larger sample sizes. Once again, the calculations use the measured
absorption and emission data. However, there is significant SA in all the samples,
which, for λ > 760 nm, is “in the noise” of the absorption data. To address this
issue, we take one measured PL value, corresponding to d = 1 mm, and use it to fit
the tail of the absorption spectrum as exponentially decreasing beyond 760 nm. We
then use this “corrected” absorption spectrum to generate the computational results
for larger LSCs and plot the calculated percentage of photons at varying d in Fig.
4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of self-absorption in large scale LSCs
plotted with excitation-collection separation.

Not surprisingly, samples A and B prove unsuited for use in realistic devices,
with less than 5% of total incident light available for collection beyond 1 cm from
the point of illumination. Samples C and D show more encouraging trends and
the latter has 28% of the initial emission available for collection after traversing
100 cm. For comparison, the largest LSC so far, with a size 100 cm has shown
an optical efficiency of 4.5%. The other parameter that affects LSC performance is
the film thickness. PVSKs are advantageous in that they absorb very efficiently
over the entire visible spectrum, but highly absorptive thick films also ratchet
up the SA. Solar cell design focuses on ultrathin films (< 150 nm) to maximize
carrier extraction, but concentrators do not have this restraint. Experimental optical
efficiency ηopt values are summarized in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Optical efficiency experimentally measured for LSCs as
a function of film thickness in the various composites.
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Surprisingly, experimental ηopt is very similar for samples A–C that have disparate
QYs. Sample D, where there is a small non-monotonicity, with the highest ηopt
of 34.7% observed at t=300 nm followed by reduced efficiency with increasing
thickness. Taken together, this leads us to the conclusion that thin films
synthesized using 100% Pb(Ac)2 precursors such as sample D behave most like
homogenous active media. This is expected from the SEM images that confirm
a smooth morphology. Samples A–C behave atypically, which we attribute to the
morphological non-uniformity that lowers QY and negates any gain from enhanced
absorption.

4.4 Conclusion

Perovskite thin films are shown to be excellent candidates for LSCs. By
optimizing the morphology and thickness of the sample, we can achieve a maximum
optical efficiency of 34.7%, with a minimum of 29.7%. This is a result of
perovskite materials having overall high quantum yield, large Stokes shift, and
large refractive index. The incorporation of acetate makes a smooth film that
allows light to travel to the sample edges with minimal self-absorption, resulting
in a high-efficiency LSC. While thicker samples increase absorption, the increased
self-absorption is detrimental in all except the highest quantum yield samples,
giving better results with thinner films. For most samples, film thickness of 150
nm achieved the best performance. Additionally, the emission wavelength is
favorable for silicon photovoltaics, showing promise for incorporation into large
scale photovoltaic systems. While our results reveal the critical role of Pb(Ac)2 in
sample synthesis, intriguingly, all samples show high ηopt, once again confirming
the suitability of hybrid PVSKs as LSC material. MC simulations corroborate our
results, suggesting that SA losses can be overcome by high QY and allow for
scaling up of devices. While commercialization of perovskite LSCs will require
improvements in device stability, toxicity and synthesis, existing technical options
can address these to a large extent. For example, encapsulation of the device in
glass would provide resistance from eroding due to moisture and oxygen, while
also preventing exposure to a lead environment. Further improvements can be
made to the device by engineering the substrate and the geometry for improved
optical efficiency. Our investigations also highlight the issues that affect accurate
evaluation of PVSK materials, chief among them being how QY is measured and
incorporated into device modeling.
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As the discrepancy between the calculated and experimental results in Fig.
4.2 highlights, global QY estimation is an unreliable estimate of nonradiative
recombination losses in a sample with a morphology as inhomogeneous as observed
in these materials. Correlations between morphology and emission at high spatial
resolution as we have shown here is an important step towards providing an
accurate prediction, not only as concentrators, but also as solar cells.
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Chapter 5

Emission enhancement of hybrid
perovskite quantum dots and thin
films via plasmonic Au nanoparticles

The tunable optoelectronic properties and high quantum efficiency of quantum
dots (QDs) make them intriguing species for study in a wide array of applications
ranging from photovoltaics to biosensing. [81, 82, 83] As hybrid metal-
halide perovskites have recently emerged as highly desirable semiconductors
for photovoltaic applications due to their superior optical properties, perovskite
quantum dots (PQDs) are now gaining increasing attention for a variety of
applications including potential light emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells and lasing
due to their ease of tunability, low cost and high quantum yield. [84, 85]

While the emission wavelength is easily tuned by changing the composition and
size of a QD, emission intensity is more difficult to control. Since many applications
of QDs benefit from maximizing the emission intensity of QDs, a successful
strategy for providing emission enhancement has been through localized surface
plasmon effects provided by coupling between the semiconductor nanocrystal
and metallic nanoparticles. Surface plasmon resonance occurs when photons at
resonance frequency interact with a plasmonic metallic nanostructure, causing
the free electrons to collectively oscillate. In the vicinity of semiconductor
nanoparticles, this could facilitate energy transfer, increase absorption events
for the semiconductor, or alter the radiative and nonradiative dynamics of
recombination for the material’s excitons after absorption. [86]

In this chapter, we examine the emission enhancement by different sizes of gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) on MAPbBr3 PQDs. We see strong emission enhancement as
well as lifetime increase for PQDs coupled with 5nm AuNPs, while we observe PL
quenching and lifetime decrease for all PQDs with 10nm AuNPs. We then discuss
the opportunity for further understanding of the nature of these interactions.

38
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5.1 Optical characterization and emission
enhancement

Since stability is one of the largest limitations in all perovskite materials,
attempts at passivation of surface defects extend to PQDs as well. The PQDs
used in these experiments are synthesized by our collaborators at UC Santa Cruz
with unique ligands containing benzylamine (BZA) and benzoic acid (BA) intended
to slow moisture degradation and enhance stability. [53] Fig. 5.1a shows the
absorbance and PL spectra of these MAPbBr3 PQDs. The peak absorption and
emission wavelengths for these PQDs are 520 and 525nm respectively, as expected
for bromide-based perovskites, with a long (>6 months) shelf life in solution. They
display a narrow PL band with a full-width-half-maxima of 27 nm.

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) image in Fig. 5.1b shows the
PQDs to average 6.3 ± 1.2 nm in diameter, with the lower insets showing an
average lattice spacing of 0.28 nm. The upper inset shows x-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements whose peaks confirm the composition to be MAPbBr3.

Figure 5.1: a) UV-Vis Absorption and PL spectra for BZA-BA-MAPbBr3 PQDs,
inset shows fluorescence in solution at room temperature. b) TEM image of QDs
(scale bar 50 nm). The lower left inset is HRTEM image with lattice spacing
(scale bar 1 nm), and the upper left inset is XRD pattern with symbols assigned
to the cubic phase. Reprinted with permission from [53].

To test plasmonic effects on these PQDs, we used a 45ppm in water solution of
spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) obtained from NanoPartz. Since plasmonic
effects are highly size-dependent, we prepare separate samples using AuNPs of 5
nm and 10 nm to observe the size dependence of this interaction. We prepared
samples by first drop-casting 200 µL of the AuNP solution onto clean glass slides
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and annealing on a hot plate at 100◦C. Once the slide is completely dry and cooled
to room temperature (so as not to harm the PQDs with high temperatures), 200 µL
of the PQD solution is drop casted directly onto the dried AuNPs and the slide is
dried in air at room temperature until ready for measurements.

Figure 5.2: PL curves for drop-casted PQDs showing emission
enhancement when coupled with 5 nm AuNPs and PL quenching when
coupled with 10 nm AuNPs.

Fig. 5.2 shows PL curves of PQDs alone compared to PQDs drop-casted on 5 nm
and 10 nm AuNPs. We observe an impressive 30% emission enhancement when
the PQDs are coupled with 5 nm AuNPs, but 26% PL quenching when using 10 nm
AuNPs, suggesting a strong size dependence of this interaction. This is particularly
surprising because generally, larger metallic nanostructures are expected to be
strong scatterers, so we would expect to see some emission enhancement with the
larger AuNPs just from increased far-field scattering of the PQD emission. One
possibility could be that while the smaller AuNPs are able to increase absorption
in the PQDs through enhancement of the localized incident electric field, the 10
nm AuNPs are not spectrally suited to provide this absorption increase, but are
also not large enough to effectively scatter emission, thus only existing as a rough
surface between the substrate and PQD layer which produces defect sites and blocks
emission. Another possible explanation is nonradiative energy transfer between the
larger AuNPs and PQDs. Kim et al. showed an increase in PL quenching of CdSe
QDs as surface denisty of adjacent AuNPs increased due to energy transfer from the
QDs to the AuNPs, suggesting that this quenching mechanism is highly dependent
on the surface provided by the AuNP layer. [87] Other examples of PL quenching
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by AuNPs through undesirable energy transfer are also supported by literature. [88,
89, 90]

However, the distance between the semiconductor nanoparticle and plasmonic
nanoparticle is also known to be a crucial factor in emission intensity in a plasmon-
semiconductor system. [90, 91] For this reason, we attempt to increase the
enhancement seen in the PQD/5nmAuNP samples by drop-casting PQDs on a
gold-patterned substrate. By carefully controlling the distance between AuNPs
embedded into a silicon substrate, we can avoid clustering and potentially increase
emission enhancement.

mnn

Figure 5.3: a) SEM image of patterned Au substrate (scale bar is 100 nm). b)
Emission enhancement for PQDs via patterned substrate and drop-casted 5 nm
AuNPs.

The Au-patterned substrates were prepared by spin-coating a mixture of
poly(styrene-b-2-vinylpyridine) and HAuCl4 in toluene followed by U-V-Ozone
treatment at 150◦C for 20 mins in O2 environment. The resultant AuNPs measure
on average 6.5 nm in diameter, and their size and separation can be tuned using
block copolymer chains. Fig. 5.3a is an SEM image of the patterned substrate that
shows uniform spacing between AuNPs. Fig. 5.3b compares emission enhancement
of PQDs by drop-casted 5 nm AuNP and Au-patterned substrates. Emission
enhancement increases by an additional 11% relative to drop-casted Au, providing
further evidence of a strong dependence on spacing and density in plasmon-PQD
interactions.

Despite displaying impressive optical properties, the Au-patterned substrates
prove difficult to deposit uniform films on, as attempting to dip coat PQDs on them
resulted in uneven films with large regions of non-adherence. This combined with
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their more involved synthesis process make them non-ideal candidates for the large-
scale LSCs studied in the following chapter, where an important consideration for
scalable LSCs is ease of fabrication.

5.2 Lifetime measurements

The probability of a luminophore emitting a photon is proportionally related
to the photon mode density, or intensity of the localized electric field. [92] The
complete photoluminescence process can be thought of as a combination of the
excitation process, which is directly affected by the incident field and the local
environment, and the emission process, which is directly influenced by the radiative
and non-radiative decay rates. A plasmon in the vicinity of this luminophore can
then enhance the emission by either increasing the excitation rate (by enhancing the
incident electromagnetic field) or increasing the PL quantum yield (by increasing
the radiative decay rate). [93]

The excitation rate Γexc is proportional to the plasmon-enhanced incident field
intensity Eexc(ω) as

Γexc ∝ |pEexc(ω)|2 (5.1)

where p is the transition dipole moment and ω is the transition frequency. [94] The
plasmonic enhancement via this effect is then greatest when the LSPR wavelength
overlaps with the material’s absorption band. [95, 96] On the other hand, increasing
the material’s quantum yield is most effective when the resonance wavelength
overlaps with the material’s emission band. [97, 98] The total emission rate Γ can
thus be written as

Γ = Γexc

(
γr

γnr + γr

)
(5.2)

where γr is the radiative decay rate and γnr is the non-radiative decay rate. [94]
Most plasmonic enhancement contributions can thus be attributed to either an
increase in Γexc as increased light absorption, or an increase in γr as increased
radiative decay. Interestingly, our PQD/AuNPs show evidence of both effects,
possibly because of the close proximity between the PQD’s absorption and emission
bands.

Fig. 5.4 shows lifetime data for PQDs alone, PQDs with drop-casted 5nm AuNPs,
and PQDs on the Au-patterned substrate. The average lifetime is calculated from a
bi-exponential decay fit according to the following equation:

I(t) = A1exp(−t/τ1) + A2exp(−t/τ2) (5.3)
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where τ1 and τ2 are the lifetimes and A1 and A2 are their amplitudes. The
average lifetime is then determined by

τave =
τ1A1 + τ2A2

A1 + A2

. (5.4)

Figure 5.4: TRPL showing lifetimes of PQDs alone, PQD/5nmAuNP sample
and PQD/Au-patterned substrate sample. Lifetime increase is prominent for
patterned substrate, indicating strong dependence of enhancement on spacing.

The PQDs alone show an average lifetime of 9.60 ns, while the PQDs on drop-
casted 5nm AuNPs and patterned substrates show increased lifetimes of 14.63 ns
and 23.53 ns respectively. These results suggest that an increase in the radiative
decay rate is partly responsible for the emission enhancement observed in the PQDs.
This can be explained by considering that an increased local electric field due to
plasmonic resonance will then alter the optical density of states in the QD, resulting
in an increase in the decay rate. [99] Steady-state analysis has determined that
the radiative decay rate of a molecule depends on the total dipole moment, not
just the molecular dipole. [100] Since the localized electric field can produce an
additional induced dipole, it has been observed that the radiative decay rate of a
semiconductor particle in a plasmon-induced electric field will display an increased
radiative decay rate. This enhancement has been shown to be sensitive to the
separation distance r between the plasmon and semiconductor, as the enhanced
electric field is expected to decay proportionally to r−6. [99] This can explain why
once again the patterned substrate shows higher enhancement than drop-casted
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AuNPs. Biteen et al. observed significant increase in radiative decay lifetimes
for silicon nanocrystals coupled with Au plasmons, while observing a decrease in
lifetime enhancement as Au plasmons increased in size. [98]

In agreement with these trends, we also observe a decrease in lifetime as we
increase AuNP size. Fig. 5.5 shows spatially resolved maps of lifetime and PL
measurements taken simultaneously on samples containing no AuNPs, 5nm AuNPs
and 10nm AuNPs. The average lifetimes across the region for no AuNPs, 5nm
AuNPs, and 10nm AuNPs are 9.50ns, 14.80ns and 8.44ns respectively. The maps
containing AuNPs show clear correlation between regions of increased PL and
increased lifetime (in the sample containing 5nm AuNPs), as well as correlation
between regions of decreased PL and decreased lifetime (in the sample containing
10nm AuNPs). This provides further evidence suggesting an increase in non-
radiative recombination rate in PQD samples containing 10nm AuNPs, as we see
little evidence of decreased PL without decreasing lifetime as well. Since there is
no correlation between the lifetime and PL maps in the sample without AuNPs,
we can confirm that the AuNPs are responsible for both the emission and lifetime
effects.
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Figure 5.5: Spatially resolved maps showing PL and average lifetime for three
samples: PQDs alone, PQDs with 5nm drop-casted AuNPs, and PQDs with 10
nm drop-casted AuNPs. The corresponding locations on the PL and Lifetime
maps for each sample are identical locations taken at the same time with
the same excitation. The step size between locations is 15µm. The three PL
maps have the same normalized scale bar, while the three lifetime maps also
share the same scale, to easily compare the enhancement/quenching results.
There is visible correlation between PL enhancement/quenching and lifetime
increase/decrease for the 5nm/10nm AuNPs respectively.
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5.3 Extent of plasmonic contributions

We observe clear plasmonic enhancement of both emission and lifetime of PQDs
with smaller gold nanoparticles, whether drop-casted or on a patterned substrate.
This enhancement can be attributed to an increased localized electric field that
both increases the absorption rate and increases the radiative decay rate, resulting
in a large increase in emission intensity. While the enhancement effects can be
understood as plasmonic near-field enhancement, further investigation into the
exact nature of the quenching effects could yield interesting results.

The decreased lifetime of PQDs when coupled with 10nm AuNPs suggests that
the decrease in emission would be a direct result of coupling between the PQDs
and AuNPs rather than simply decreasing absorption of incident light by the PQDs.
Plasmon resonant energy transfer is observed when the resonance energy in the
collective electron oscillations of the metallic nanoparticle spectrally matches the
transition energy of excitons in a nearby semiconductor, and thus results in a
shortening of lifetime as the energy transfer occurs on a much smaller timescale
than the radiative decay process. [101] This interaction is particularly spatially
sensitive, as interfacial contact could result in losses due to hot-electron transfer.
[102] Adding a spacer layer between the 10nm AuNPs and the PQDs could then
instead facilitate charge separation and prove useful for photovoltaics. [103]

More rarely, in the strong coupling regime, plasmon-exciton pairs can exhibit
hybrid modes that allow for very fast energy transfer. [104] These plasmon-exciton
pairs, often called plexcitons, are identified by a Fano resonance or Rabi splitting in
the absorption spectrum, characterized by the emergence of hybrid modes when the
coupling strength of the plexciton exceeds the dissipation energy. [105] Achieving
evidence of the strong coupling regime in plasmon-PQD pairs without the use of
microcavities would prove to be an incredibly interesting and useful research topic
for the future, with many potential applications in lasing and photocatalysis. [105]
Many of these ultrafast processes can be measured using a combination of transient
absorption spectroscopy and time resolved differential transmission to probe the
charge carrier dynamics on a femtosecond scale. [106]

This is to say that the PL quenching and lifetime decrease observed in the 10nm
AuNP/PQD system should not necessarily be considered a negative result. While
we pursue applications of the emission enhancement in PQD/5nm AuNP systems
for luminescent solar concentrators in the following chapter, further investigation
into the nature of plasmon-QD interaction and dynamics of the 10nm AuNP/PQD
samples could provide scientifically rich results with many applications outside the
scope of this work.



Chapter 6

Large area hybrid perovskite
quantum dot luminescent solar
concentrators with Au nanoparticles

Our work thus far has revealed perovskite thin films to be excellent
candidates for luminescent solar concentrators, and perovskite quantum dots to
exhibit significant photoluminescence enhancement when coupled with plasmonic
gold nanoparticles. Optimizing this enhancement through control of plasmon
concentration and film uniformity can then allow us to extend these results into
novel LSC devices. As discussed in Chapter 2, LSCs incorporating quantum dots
have been extensively studied and continue to hold some of the highest reported
LSC efficiencies to date due to their wide absorption efficiencies and tunable
emission.

Perovskite quantum dots, therefore, should be obvious candidates for LSCs since
PQDs possess a distinct advantage for LSCs over most quantum dots: a relatively
high quantum yield. However, extensive research on PQD-based LSCs has been
largely discouraged due to the large overlap between the absorption and emission
bands, suggesting too high self-absorption. In 2017, Zhao et al. attempted to
overcome this barrier by designing LSCs based on mixed-halide CsPb(Br0.2I0.8)3
PQDs which have a much larger Stokes shift than single halide PQDs. [107]
This LSC reached a maximum optical efficiency (ηopt) of 2% for a 9cm x 9cm
device. In 2018, the same group incorporated these mixed-halide PQDs into a
tandem LSC device with carbon dots, achieving ηopt of 3.05% for a 10cm x 10cm
device. [108] While these results prove that material engineering is a viable path
to successful PQD-based LSC devices, alternative avenues for single-halide PQDs
remained largely unexplored.

In March of 2020, Lu et al. incorporated TiO2 nanoparticles into a a CsPbBr3
PQD solution which was then molded into a polymer matrix, proposing a dual
transmission mode LSC based on both fluorescence and TiO2 scattering of light.
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[109] While the TiO2 nanoparticles are not plasmonic, this work nonetheless
supports our idea of incorporating metallic nanoparticles into PQD-based LSCs to
enhance its optical properties. The CsPbBr3/TiO2 LSCs displayed less competitive
efficiencies, however, exhibiting 2.62% power conversion efficiency for a 5cm x 5cm
LSC, which decreased to 1.82% for a 20cm x 20cm LSC.

In this chapter, we successfully fabricate a single halide PQD-based LSC
incorporating plasmonic gold nanoparticles that achieve a competitive ηopt of 2.86%
for a 10cm x 10cm device. By optimizing the concentration of 5nm AuNPs
and synthesizing uniform devices through dip coating, we maximize emission
enhancement while limiting self-absorption. Our device incorporating AuNPs
exhibits a maximum PLQY of 77%, compared to an identical device with no AuNPs
showing PLQY of 68%. Aside from the high efficiency, an important advantage of
this work relative to similar current research is the ease of fabrication. Tandem and
molded devices are significantly more complex to synthesize than dip coated layers.
If one of the main goals of LSCs is to provide an affordable and reasonable means
of improving photovoltaics on a commercial scale, then developing simplified and
scalable methods becomes an important consideration.

6.1 Optical characterization

As discussed in Chapter 4, film uniformity is a crucial factor in limiting self-
absorption of incident light through an LSC waveguide. QDs have an advantage
over thin films as their discrete nature allows for natural separation with no grain
boundaries to create trap sites, but uneven distribution on a substrate can still lead
to losses through self-absorption in highly concentrated areas or diffusion losses in
highly diluted areas. Thus, we employ a simple dip-coating procedure to ensure
uniform PQD coverage. The samples are synthesized by first preparing a 1 mM 1,2-
ethanedithiol (EDT) in acetonitrile solution in order to facilitate ligand exchange.
ITO substrates are lowered first in the AuNP solution then slowly lifted out of the
solution at a rate of approximately 1cm/s. The samples are then rinsed in pure
acetonitrile at the same dipping rate, then rotated 90◦ to ensure uniformity and the
process is repeated 5 times. Once dry, the PQDs are deposited similarly, using the
EDT/acetonitrile solution in between QD layers.

The emission intensity is not only sensitive to spacing between PQDs, but also
to the spacing between the AuNPs and PQDs. Since the enhanced local electric
field decays exponentially, close proximity is necessary between the PQD and
plasmon. [94] However, if the PQD is too close to the AuNP, the exciton pair can
nonradiatively tunnel to the AuNP and result in energy loss. Therefore, to achieve
maximum emission enhancement it is necessary to optimize the spacing between
the AuNPs and PQDs. We do this by finding the optimal concentration of the AuNP
solution to be dip-coated.
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Figure 6.1: Photoluminescence curves of 5nm (a) and 10nm (b) AuNPs dip-
coated with perovskite quantum dots as AuNP concentration is varied. Baseline
curve of dip-coated PQDs with no AuNPs is shown in red.

Figure 6.1a shows the emission enhancement as a function of 5nm AuNP
concentration. Samples at low concentrations show no evidence of plasmonic
interaction, as emission stays nearly identical to the baseline (no AuNPs). At very
low concentrations, only a few PQDs are within range of AuNP coupling. Increasing
the concentration increases the percentage of PQDs coupled to AuNPs, resulting in
emission enhancement. As the concentration exceeds the optimal level, however,
the emission enhancement decreases and eventually quenches below the baseline
level due to an increase in nonradiative recombination. We find the optimal 5nm
AuNP solution concentration to be 40 ppm.

Although we observed no emission increase in PQDs drop-casted with 10nm
AuNPs, the possibility exists that the emission and lifetime decrease is due entirely
to a suboptimal concentration of AuNPs leading to nonradiative energy transfer.
To test this, we perform similar experiments with dip-coated PQDs while varying
the concentration of 10nm AuNPs as shown in Fig. 6.1b. At lower concentrations,
the emission remains around the baseline intensity as in Fig. 6.1a, but increasing
concentration only decreases the emission. This indicates that emission quenching
is the result of plasmonic interaction, rather than a byproduct of suboptimal
interaction.
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Figure 6.2: Absorption spectra for PQDs with 5nm and 10nm
AuNPs compared to absorption for AuNPs alone.

In the previous chapter, we examined the contribution to lifetime increase due
to plasmonic enhancement of the localized electric field in the vicinity of PQDs. We
now examine the contribution of this field enhancement to the PQD absorption.
Figure 6.2 shows absorption spectra for PQDs with and without AuNPs, overlaid
with absorption spectra of the AuNPs alone. As expected, we observe an increase in
PQD absorbance with the addition of 5nm AuNPs. The addition of 10nm AuNPs
results in a negligible decrease in absorption, indicating that the absorption is
also not responsible for the 10nm AuNP/PQD plasmonic interaction. Notably,
the absorption peak of 5nm AuNPs aligns closely with the PQD absorption peak,
whereas the 10nm AuNP absorption peak is much farther. This could explain why
the 5nm AuNP/PQD interaction includes both absorption and lifetime enhancement
and a significant absorption increase, while the 10nm AuNP is not spectrally suited
to increase PQD absorption.

6.2 Optical efficiency

Once our synthesis procedure was optimized, we successfully produced a large-
scale 10cm x 10cm LSC by dip-coating the optimal 40ppm AuNP solution followed
by the PQD solution. Figure 6.3b displays a photograph of this LSC after annealing,
showing uniform even coverage with the PQD solution shown adjacently. As a
control, an identical 10cm x 10cm LSC with dip-coated PQDs and no AuNPs was
also synthesized. Fig. 6.3a shows the emission enhancement for the large scale LSC
using a white light source. We observe emission enhancement of 35% relative to the
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control sample, which is 5% higher than the enhancement shown for drop-casted
PQDs and AuNPs from the previous chapter.

Figure 6.3: a) Photoluminescence enhancement and b)
photograph of large scale 10 cm x 10 cm PQD/5nm AuNP LSC.
PL increases by 35% relative to identical sample with no AuNPs.
PQD solution is shown alongside dip-coated LSC showing uniform
coverage over a large area.

We measure optical efficiency by measuring current from a standard Si PV cell in
ambient sunlight with and without our LSCs and calculate optical efficiency using
ηopt = ILSC×APV

IPV×ALSC
, where the geometric gain is defined as the ratio of the areas of the

LSCs and PV cells attached at the edges. We report an optical efficiency of 2.87%
for our large-scale LSCs, which have a gain factor G of 50. For comparison to our
work in Chapter 4, samples measuring 1.5cm x 1.5cm with G = 3.75 show ηopt =
58%. The large-scale control LSC with no AuNPs, meanwhile, only exhibits ηopt =
1.72% for the same G = 50, indicating that the AuNP contribution is significant in
improving optical efficiency.

Figure 6.4 compares these results with those of recently reported LSCs. Colloidal
inorganic quantum dots were chosen for their high Stokes shift, with reported
optical efficiencies of 1% for CdSe/CdS and PbS/CdS QDs, 1.15% for CdSe/CdPbS
QDs and 2.86% for Si QDs. [64, 110, 111, 112] While CuInSSe/ZnS QDs reported
a higher efficiency of 3.2%, this was also for a smaller gain factor. [113] While our
thin films from Chapter 4 showed a high optical efficiency of 29%, they were also
for smaller samples with G of only 3.75. The previously mentioned mixed halide
PQDs reported higher optical efficiency and gain over all these inorganic QDs with
a ηopt of 2% and G of 11.25. [107] Without engineering a large Stokes shift, our
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samples outperformed these mixed halide PQDs with ηopt of 2.87% and G of 12.5.
Only the tandem C-dot/PQD LSC device has reported a higher efficiency at this size,
but implementing a tandem structure could increase the efficiencies of our devices
as well. [108] Thus, we successfully demonstrate the engineering of competitively
efficient PQD LSCs utilizing plasmonic enhancement.

Figure 6.4: Table showing optical efficiencies, gain factors and
dimensions for several most recent LSCs. This chapter’s work is
highlighted in red, while Chapter 4’s work is highlighted in blue.
Obtained from references a[64], b[110], c[111], d[113], e[112],
f[107] and g[108].

6.3 Self-absorption measurements

A natural concern would be that the absorption enhancement provided by the
AuNPs would also lead to an increase in self-absorption, thereby reducing the LSC
efficiency, but our self-absorption measurements show this is not the case. We
measure self-absorption over the lateral sample size while increasing the distance
between the excitation spot provided by the focused white light source, and the
spectrometer collecting the side edge emission. Figure 6.5 shows the normalized
emission intensity at 1cm intervals over the length of the sample. The result is
compared to that of the large-scale control sample to determine whether the AuNPs
negatively impact the self-absorption.
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Figure 6.5: Self absorption measured on large-scale LSC using
white light source with emission collected at edge.

We observe an emission decrease as expected, however, the emission intensity
of the PQD/AuNPs sample only drops to 77.4% of its maximum intensity. The
control meanwhile, drops to 79.2% of its maximum intensity, indicating that there
is very slight increase in self-absorption when the PQDs are coupled to AuNPs. More
significantly, however, is the fact that at the farthest point away from the collection
area, the LSC made with AuNPs still had a higher emission than the maximum
emission of the LSC with no AuNPs. Thus, it becomes apparent that the emission
increase provided by the AuNPs outweighs the downside of potential self-absorption
increase. This is due in part to the increase in quantum yield provided by the AuNPs;
as observed in our work with thin films, the PLQY affects the self-absorption of a
sample more than the overall absorption.

These MAPbBr3 PQDs were selected for this project in part because of their
impressively high quantum yield. To accurately determine a PLQY for dip-coated
samples on ITO substrates, we utilize an integrating sphere with a 450nm laser
input to determine absolute PLQY. We measure a PLQY of 68% for our dip-coated
PQDs, which increases to 77% with the addition of AuNPs. The AuNP contribution
to the increased QY as discussed in the previous chapter can be attributed to the
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increased radiative decay rate resulting from an increased optical density of states
in the PQDs.

With these results, we successfully demonstrate the synthesis of a uniform,
large-scale PQD-based LSC enhanced by AuNPs. We obtain an optimal AuNP
concentration of 45ppm and employ dip-coating to create uniform and highly
efficient films. We demonstrate ηopt of 2.87% for a 10cm x 10cm area device
with PLQY of 77%. The addition of AuNPs exhibits absorption, emission and PLQY
enhancement of PQDs while suffering minimally from an increase in self-absorption.
The self-absorption measurments indicate potential for scaling up future devices for
commercial applications.

These results are competitive with some of the highest currently reported LSC
efficiencies without the need for Stokes shift engineering. Increasing the Stokes
shift through generating a mixed-halide PQD or tandem device therefore remains a
possibility to further improve the efficiency, but careful consideration must be made
to the effects of the plasmonic enhancement. The small Stokes shift in our devices
allows an overlap of the plasmon resonance with both the absorption and emission
bands of the PQDs, which may not be possible with a larger separation. Acheiving a
delicate balance between maximizing plasmonic enhancement and optimizing the
material’s optical properties would therefore be necessary to achieve more efficient
devices.

Furthermore, device stability is a large and oft ignored concern when
considering the viability of any perovskite device. Our PQDs have good long-term
photostability (>3 months), but like all perovskite devices are prone to degradation
with prolonged exposure to moisture and oxygen. [72] Encapsulation could
prolong the device usage lifetime with minimal impact on efficiency. Additionally, a
reflective surface utilized as a substrate would allow for a more efficient waveguide,
thereby increasing the LSC’s optical efficiency. While improvements to stability
and efficiency will be necessary to reach commercial viability, these results remain
promising for pushing perovskite materials to the forefront of LSC research.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

This work provides insight into the potential of hybrid perovskite materials
for solar applications via detailed optical characterization. Combining material
engineering with a variety of spectroscopy methods, we have demonstrated
perovskite thin films and quantum dots as successful candidates for luminescent
solar concentrators, as well as other optoelectronic applications.

Although usually not considered for LSCs due to high self-absorption rates, PVSK
thin films were shown to be efficient LSC devices due to an overall high quantum
yield, large Stokes shift, and large refractive index. By optimizing the morphology
and thickness of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, the films acheived a maximum optical
efficiency of 34.7%. Incorporating acetate allowed formation of smoother films
that resulted in lower self-absorption and high quantum yield, while depositing
thinner samples reduced the re-absorption rate of light traveling through the film.
The optimal thickness was found to be 150nm for a spin-coated film, where the
decreased absorption was offest by lower self-absorption. Additionally, Monte
Carlo simulations tracking the progression of light through the LSC waveguide and
estimating the proportion of output photons suggested that the high QY is sufficient
to overcome self-absorption in scaled-up devices.

In addition to PVSK thin films, perovskite quantum dots were also examined as
an emergent material for optoelectronic devices. In particular, the role of plasmonic
interaction between metallic gold nanoparticles and hybrid MAPbBr3 perovskite
quantum dots was investigated. Optical characterization through emission, lifetime
and spatially resolved photoluminescence measurements provided insight into the
effect of plasmon resonance on deposited PQDs. Examining interactions between
PQDs and 5nm, 10nm and patterned AuNPs illustrated the strong dependence of
size and spacing in plasmon interaction. PQDs coupled to 5nm drop-casted AuNPs
exhibited 30% emission enhancement and 4ns lifetime increase relative to PQDs
with no AuNPs, while PQDs coupled to substrates patterned with similarly sized
AuNPs exhibited 40% emission enhancement and 14ns lifetime increase. On the
other hand, PQDs coupled to 10nm AuNPs showed a 26% decrease in emission
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intensity with a 2ns lifetime decrease.
The significant emission enhancement demonstrated by AuNPs when coupled

to PQDs suggested that these PQDs could then be excellent LSC candidates.
Competitively efficient large-scale LSCs were synthesized via dip-coating, acheiving
a maximum optical efficiency of 2.87% for 10cm x 10cm devices with high quantum
yield. Optimization of AuNP concentration allowed for ideal spacing between
plasmon and quantum dot, with the highest emission enhancement acheived by
40ppm AuNP concentration. The addition of 5nm AuNPs increased PQD emission,
absorption and quantum yield without increasing self-absorption significantly.

This work demonstrates the potential of hybrid perovskites for a range of optical
applications, particularly in solar energy, due to their unique optical properties.
Building off this work by more deeply examining the role of plasmon resonance in
the 10nm AuNP and PQD interaction could provide illuminating insight into several
nonradiative phenomena. Furthermore, improving on device efficiency, stability
and toxicity in PQD and thin film PVSK LSCs could allow hybrid perovskite materials
to eventually reach commercial viability as successful solar energy devices.
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